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Two persons sit at a table facing each other. Then they decide which arm to use, usually its the right, but if one is right-

handed, and the other is left-handed, they can decide to take two games, one where they use their right arms, and one in 

which they use the left one. 

After this has been decided and agreed upon, they put their (right) arms elbow by elbow, grab the (right) hand of the 

opponent with their (right) hand, and try to force the opponent to touch the table with the back of his (right) hand. 

Each person has to make a Strength check (with a -4 modifier if using their off-hand), and the person who makes it by 

the largest margin gains a "step" towards the table, as shown on fig. 1: 

 

Fig. 1, Armwrestling positions: 

    Starting 

    position 

1 step won---------> \                |                 /    <-----1 step won 

for no. one      \            |            /    for no. two 

           \        |        / 

               \    |    / 

2 steps won ----->    -------------*-------------  <-------2 steps won 

for no. one      for no. two 

 

If number two wins a step in the first round, and number one wins a step in the second round, the persons are back at 

their starting positions. 

 

A few optional rules: 

If a person roles a natural 20, then consult table 1 below: 

 

Table 1, effects of a 20: 

Opponent rolls a 1  Roller looses three steps 

Opponent makes his check  Roller looses two steps 

Opponent doesn't make his check Roller looses one step 

Opponent rolls a 20 too  None loose a step 

 

If a person roles a natural 1, then consult table 2 below: 

 

Table 2, effects of a 1: 

Opponent rolls a 20  Roller wins three steps 

Opponent doesn't make his check Roller wins two steps 

Opponent makes his check  Roller wins one step 

Opponent rolls a 1 too  None loose a step 

 

Note that in the case that number 1 rolls a 20, and number 2 rolls a 1, the effect is from just one of the tables, number 1 

doesn't loose six steps! 

 


